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WHAT WE’RE DOING ABOUT PLASTIC AT
ECOSTORE

•

As signatories to the ‘New Plastics Economy Global

•

by 2023.

unnecessary plastic packaging by 2025.

•

commitment to work towards these ambitious targets:

Move from single-use to reuse by selling more bulk
packs (via refill stations & consumer purchase) with
140% growth over 5 years between 2018 & 2023.

By signing up to A Line in the Sand, and the New Zealand
Plastic Packaging Declaration we’ve made a public

100% of ecostore bottles made from renewable or
recycled content by 2025.

Commitment’ to tackle plastic pollution, driven by the Ellen
MacArthur Foundation, we’re committed to eliminating

100% of plastic packaging to be reusable or recyclable

•

Continue to invest in renewable sources like sugar
plastic, (currently this sits at over 80%) across all
packaging between 2018 & 2025.

•

Set up a packaging return scheme where plastic
packaging will be returned & reused as recycled content
– volume to be collected to grow year on year.

Here is the update on the progress we have been making to
meet these commitments. (Please note all figures are based on April
2019 – March 2020 and refer to commitments made in March 2019).
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PROGRESS ON ELIMINATION ON HOW WE ARE
ELIMINATING UNNECESSARY PLASTIC
1.

2019 action of reducing plastic: Removing the sugar

3.

2019 action of removing plastic scoops: Removing

plastic pour spout from Laundry Liquid products by

the sugar plastic scoop from all products – reducing our

2020 – reducing our overall sugar plastic consumption

overall sugar plastic consumption by approximately 4.8

by approximately 11 tonnes annually.

tonnes annually.

2020 update: This change was actioned in July 2020 and

2020 update: Plastic scoops were reviewed August 2019

is being phased in across the different sizes of the ranges.

– September 2019. However, there was a risk of consumer

The new packaging is estimated to be visible on shelves

confusion on how much product to use per wash. Therefore,

as soon as older stocks have sold through. An update of

we have had to reintroduce scoops into the packs.

tonnes of plastic saved from this change will be given in
the next reporting round.
2.

4.

Redesigning the laundry liquid caps to reduce plastic

2019 action of bottle weight reductions: Bottle
weight reductions across a number of product ranges,
by re-engineering new bottle shape designs – reducing
our sugar plastic consumption by approximately 34
tonnes annually.

2020 update: We’ve reduced bottle weights across
multiple ranges. We began reducing our bottle weights
in 2017 and continued our reductions in 2019-2020. We
achieved 1,985kgs reduction by March 2020. We are on
track to deliver 24 tonnes at the end of this financial year,
and 28 tonnes annually. We are yet to move these designs
across other categories to reach 34 tonnes annually.

2019 action of redesigning laundry liquid cap:
usage by 17%.

2020 update: The redesigned cap is in production and will
save 202kgs less plastic from the cap redesign since July.
Allowing an annual saving of 2.4 tonnes of plastic.
5.

2019 action to increase refill stations: To continue
increasing our refill station presence in New Zealand.
Moving from single-use to reuse by selling more bulk
packs through refill stations with 140% growth over 5
years between 2018 & 2023.

2020 update: We saved the equivalent of 275,693 1 litre
containers in 2019 through our refill stations and increased
our refill station numbers from 60 stations to 75 in 2020.
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NEW ACTIONS ON HOW WE ARE ELIMINATING
UNNECESSARY PLASTIC

NEW ACTIONS ON INCREASING RECYCLED
PLASTIC IN OUR PACKAGING

2020 action on innovating our packaging: We have multiple

2020 action on volume of plastic returned: Our 2020 target

packaging innovation projects in progress with the objective

is to get back 10,000+ kgs back to be remade into new

of eliminating plastic packaging from our products which will

bottles from our pilot trial plastic return project.

be on shelf late 2020 – early 2021.
2020 action to increase our refill stations: We will continue

PLASTIC PACKAGING TOTAL VOLUMES

to increase our number of refill stations by 25% in 2021.

MARCH 2018 - APRIL 2019 MATERIAL MIX

•

Elimination progress – materials or packaging types

Material

Total Weight (kgs) %

eliminated or targeted for elimination:

Sugar Plastic

416,408

77.01%

•

Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) - already eliminated

HDPE

33,025

6.11%

•

Poly-Vinylidene Dichloride (PVDC) - already eliminated

Recycled Plastic

11,762

2.18%

•

Polystyrene (PS) – plans to eliminate by 2021

Polypropylene

71,450

13.21%

•

Expanded Polystyrene (ePS) - already eliminated

Aluminium Barrier
Laminate Tube

7,236

1.34%

•

Single-use plastic bags - already eliminated

Other Plastics (code 7)

857

0.16%

Total (kgs)

540,738

100%

Total (metric tonnes)

540

PROGRESS ON INCREASING RECYCLED PLASTIC
IN OUR PACKAGING
1.

2019 action on increasing our recycled material ratio:
Our goal was to have a 50:50 ratio of sugar plastic to
recycled plastic across our bottles. This would mean

APRIL 2019 - MARCH 2020 MATERIAL MIX

usage of approx. 167.0 metric tonnes of recycled plastic

Material

Total Weight (kgs)

%

Sugar Plastic

248,350

63.62%

2020 update: We are at a 73:27 ratio. We are on track to

Recycled Plastic

34,686

8.89%

meet 60:40 in 2020 and a 50:50 ratio of overall usage of

HDPE

34,274

8.78%

Polypropylene

61,084

15.65%

Polystyrene

730

0.19%

Other Plastics (code 7)

914

2.41%

Total (kgs)

390,340

100%

Total (metric tonnes)

390

HDPE.

PCR by 2025.
1.

2019 action of creating our trial bottle return
programme: In 2019, we committed to launching a trial
bottle return programme in Auckland.

2020 update: Trial complete and successful with 9 schools
collecting 800kgs of plastic. A national circular plastic return
programme has now been created and will be launched
before the end of 2020.

GLOSSARY
Sugar plastic High Density Polyethylene (HDPE) made from

Polystyrene A synthetic resin which is a polymer of styrene,

renewable sugarcane that is 100% recyclable in kerbside

used as lightweight foam or film. Included at small scale in

collections.

ours caps for our nappy balms

HDPE Conventional HDPE made from petrochemicals.

Aluminium Barrier Laminate Tubes Our toothpaste tubes

Recycled plastic From packaging that has been recovered
from consumer recycling streams.
Polypropylene A petrochemical thermoplastic. Currently
bio-polypropylene options are not available on a commercial
scale, although this is under development. Included in our
pumps, sprayers and lip balm packs.

are not kerbside recyclable. They are in “theory” recyclable
with specialist equipment but this is not common and
customers need to send tubes back to us for recycling.
Other Plastics (code 7) This is acrylonitrile butadiene
styrene (ABS) plastic used in our Nappy Balm lids.

